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2023 New Expansion Developer’s Note 

Part 3 

 
Hello, this is GM Daniel and I’m here today to explain some of the questions that our 

adventurers of Madrigal might have about the upcoming update. 
 

Before we start, I have to warn you that the screenshots from this Developer’s note 
have been taken from the development server so it might be different when we patch it to the 
live servers! First off, I would like to explain the “PK Rework” that is coming to this update. 
 

PK Rework 

We received lots of feedback about multiple pitfalls of current PK system. Unwanted 
attacks on other players from AOE skills, no incentives, and more. Therefore, we have made 
some changes to the system that should revolutionize the PK channel, like fixing the AOE 
issue. 

 
We have found that the PK incentives on the PK channel isn’t inviting enough. So in 

order to invigorate the activity on the PK channel, we have modified and added some new 
features! 

 
After the update, the current Karma rank and the nickname color change that is related to 

this will be reset on all characters. Also, the monsters on the PK channel will have a chance 
to drop a new item called “PK Chip” when you defeat them. 

 

  
(PK Chip drop) 
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⚫ PK Chip will only be obtainable on the PK Channel. 

 
 

New Karma System: If you defeat other players, you will be able to obtain some of the 
PK Chips that the other player has been collecting. (If the other player has no PK Chip, there 
are no PK chips to be dropped!) The more you collect PK Chips from other players, the 
amount you lose upon death will increase accordingly. Additionally, after the update, there 
will be 2 types of Karma level added (Pink/Red). 
 
 

You can use the “PK Chip” that you have obtained to recover your Karma, or you can wait 
for a certain period for your Karma to recover without spending them.  

 
 
IMPORTANT NOTE: ‘PK Chip’ can only be stored in your inventory. ‘PK Chip’ can be used 
by exchanging with the appropriate NPC, much like the Guild Siege Chips. Examples of 
prizes that will be available are items that change name color, various new cosmetic glows, 
a ticket to Kebaras, and more in the future!  
 

  

(PK Chip Exchange NPC) 
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Secret Room 

The second topic I’ve prepared today is the new weekly Guild ranking dungeon: the 
Secret Room! I’m pleased to announce the Secret Room through this update. 
 

Up to 40 members of your guild can participate in the Secret Room dungeon, and 
you will be given 2 hours to clear it! There is a key part of this: you must be the fastest to 
clear the dungeon in order to score high on the weekly ranking! Prove that your guild is 
the best through Secret Room and aim for great rewards that will be revealed later! Also, you 
only have 1 chance to challenge the Secret Room per week, so plan strategically and 
carefully with your fellow guild members. 
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• This is part of the Secret Room dungeon. Defeat the monsters with your guild members 

and aim for the high rankings to obtain great rewards! 
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• Your goal is simple: Clear the Secret room at the fastest time possible! 

Ticket System 

Last but not least, the final part I would like to share today is the new contents that 
you can obtain via the new PK system and Secret Room: Ticket areas. These areas will 
provide 10% extra EXP, so you can obtain quite a bit of EXP when you play in them! 
 

If you obtain a lot of PK chips on the PK channel or if your guild ranks high enough in 
the secret room, your leveling desires will be fulfilled with the use of a Kebaras Ticket or a 
Tower Ticket! 
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⚫ You will be warped immediately to the area after you use the ticket. 

 

The ticket has a maximum use time before it expires. You can view the remaining time 
in the tooltip of the ticket item. When your use time is up, you will be automatically expelled 
from the Ticket Area. (Therefore, when you are expelled suddenly, that means your ticket use 
time is up!) 

 
The ticket areas use the new layer system, meaning that the monsters and players on 

each layer are exclusive to that layer. If one layer is too busy, feel free to go to another layer! 

 

That is all the update contents I can explain for today! From the PK rework that will 

make you duel with others, Secret Room dungeon that you can enjoy with your guildmates, to 

Premium Ticket that will give you additional EXP benefits, which of these contents are you 

most excited for? 

This update marks the beginning of the journey we will be embarking on 2023! Please 

enjoy Flyff Universe in 2023 as well and I, GM Daniel, will be back with more news in the future!  

Thank you! 


